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The main result of the paper is the proof of the non-existence of a class of completely regular 
codes in certain distance-regular graphs. Corollaries of this result establish the non-existence of 
perfect and nearly perfect codes in the infinite families of distance-regular graphs J(2b + 1, b) 
and J(2b + 2, b). 

The setting for this paper is the class of distance-regular graphs. The reader 
showuld consult Biggs [Z] for the various concepts of distance-regularity used. 
Throughout the paper I’ denotes a distance-regular graph with distance function 
8, diameter d, vertex se!: Vr and intersection array 

Let [k], = b denote the number of vcrtioes in r at distance j f~ozn a particular 
vertex of r(OSSd). 

In the next section we state some preliminary results ap? In Section 3 we prove 
the main result of the paper. The objective is to e%r>lish a purely combinatorial 
proof for the non-existence of certain completely regdar codes in the subclass of 
distance-regular graphs which satisfy both aa > 0 and kd <k. Corollaries of the 
main theorem establish the non-existence of perfect and nearly perfect codes in 
the infinite families of distance-regular graphs JQ2b + I, b) and J(2b + 2, h). 

Suppose that C is an e-&de (a(~, v) -r A- =- 3e + 1 for all M, v E C 

is non-trivial if IC( S, 2 and we shall assume t 
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that C has external distance e’ if the maximal diqtance of any vertex of r from C is 
e’. For each j E i[O, I, . . II , e’} we choose zi in VF such that a@, C) = j and we call 
tic‘ 10cally regular if, for O-C I -Z * se’ and 0 6 j se’, the number 

p&, “j) = I{c E c 1 a(c, Zj) = i)l 

depends on the values of i and j and not on the choice of Zje We say that C is 
completely regular if the same condition holds for 0 s 3 s d. In either case we write 
pij( (?, zi) as pii (C) for the relevant ranges of i and j. It is shown in [3] that a locally 
regular code is completely regular. The following two Lemmas, also from [3], 
were originally stated for antipodal rllistance-regular graphs. However, it can be 
seeIn frojm their proofs that they are also valid for an arbitrary distance-regular 
graph. 

mm. If C is Q iocally regular e-code with external distance e -t m, then there 
exist rational numbers yeei, . . . , ye+,,, such that 

f kjPij(c)+ f Ye+&,e+q(C)= k 
J=o q=l 

foretl=GSc+m. 

(*) 

Lemns 2. If &o WI s e, then (*) holds for 0~ i s d. 

We are noye! in a position to prove the main result of the paper. 

If m s e, kd (. k and ad > 0, then r cannot con&in Q non-triuiaf com- 
pZetely regulm e-code with external distance e + m and with parameters which 

XitiSfy ye_:_s Z- kd (1 s 9 =S t?I). 

. Suppose that k contains such an e-code. The dth component of the result 
of timma 2 gives 

kd =: P,o(c) -I- kpdC) + ’ l l + kepdC) + f r,+&,e+s(c) 
s = I* 

But a!a2e-+l and so kpk>k, (lCi<e) and if ye+S>kd (lsssm), then 
PRO = kd. However, ad > 0 now implies that c contains adjacent vertices, an 
obviotus contradiction. c\ 

e-code is a completely regular e-co e with external distance e and a 
acked e-code (firAt investigated regular e-code 
al distance e + I.. Associated wi e-code are the 
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parameters A = P,+~,,(C), I-L = P~+~.~+I (C). If A = [bJc,+,] and I_L = [k/q+J, then C 
is called nearly perfect [4]. Before we investigate the existence of perfect and 
nearly perfect codes in particular families of distance-regular graphs, we prove 
two general results derived from the theorem above. Throughout the rest of the 
paper we shall assume that ad > 0 and kd < k. 

r cannot contain a non- PM21 perfect e-code for e 3 1. 

of. The result follows immediately frorIl the theorem with m = 0, since the 
conditions on the y’s are vacuous. Cl 

Corollary 2. If r contains a non-triuial uniform1 y packed e-code v)ith parameters A 
and p, then 

Proof. Suppose that C is a non-trivial uniformly packed e-code with parameters 
A and g. Then pe+l,j (C)=0 far jse-1 and Lemma 1 with i=e+l gives 

k e+l = kd + PYe+l s k,h + k& 

by the theorem above. 0 

4. The gmphs J(a, b) 

The graph J(a, b) has (3 vertices indexed by the subsets of cardinality b of the *set 

(1 , . . . , a}. Two vertices of J(a, b) are adjacent if and only if they have b -- 1 
elements in common and the distance function 3 is defined 

J(a, b) is distance-regular for a 2 2b and has intersection array 

?k . . . l 2 I . . . b2 

0 . . . i(a - 2i) . l l b(a-2b) 

b(a-b) .*u (b-i)(a-b-i) 8-8 * _ 

4.1. Perfect c&es in J(a, b) 

In [I] Bannai proves the non-existence of perfect e-codes in J@b + 1, b) fw 
e 2 2. The prclof in [l] uses an analogue of Lloyd’s theorem [3] a.nd also some 
number-theoretic results. We illusfrate a purely co binatorial proof of 
result and at the same time prove the non-ex nce of perfect l-codes in 
J(2b -I- 1, b) and perfect e-codes in J(2b + 2, b) for e 3 1. 

J(a, b) cannot contain a non- trhial 
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For r:he graph J(a, bl) we have ik = bt<kl- b), kd = (“ib) and ad = b(a - 2b). 
0bvic~usly q, > 0 for a > 2b and it is easy to check that k* < k for 2b + 1 s a 5~ 
2b -c- 2:. The result follows from Corollary 1. q 

4.2. Mar!!, perfect codes in J(a, b) 

A near!; perfect e-code in r is perfect if and only if b, = 0 (mod c, rl). Zn [4] it 
is shown that J(a, b) does not contain a non-trivial nearly perfect l-code with 
b I f 0 (mod c*). For tile cases 2b + 16 a ~2b +2 we can extend thii to the 
following. 

. J(a, b) cannot csnsain a non-trivial nearly perfect e-code for e 3 1 
when a E(2b+ l,2b+2). 

mm& We cm immediately assume that e 2 2. Let a = 2b + 

then 

- - !k- (b,ic,,, 
‘Ye+t = [kit,.,*] 

-[bJce+l]) 2 kJk* 

Now, if ear-+1, then b>2e+la2r+3 and kJkd,+Jk. 
that k,+,lk > kd which is equivalent in this case to proving 

b ? 

( 1 0-l 
> (r + l)(b + r). 

In fact., it is not difficult to see that this is true for all b 2 7 

V. If b, + 0 (mod ce+ r), 

We need only prove 
that 

with r = 2 and for all 

b > 5 with r = 1. When r = 1 and b = 5, and hence e = 2, the non-integrability of 
ICi ([4, p. 44)) rules out this case. When e r= 2, a = 2b +2 and b2 = b(b -2) = 
a (mod 9), where QI! E {3,6,8}, we have 

It is a simple, but tedious, task to 
@E(l, 3,4,5,4,7,@. 1J 

verify that y3/kd > 1 for b = 0 (mod 9) with 

\Ne have shown that the proof of the non-existeltee of perfect and nearly 
perfect codes in the Samilies J(2b + 1, b) and Jt2b + 2, b) can be derived from the 
theorem in Section X We mention one further examIIae in the infinite family of 

istance-regular graphs am. The graph Q, is the gencralisdd cube of dimension ~11 
by joinin rtices at distance 2 i iS 

&n] and has proved that ot 
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contain a non-trivial perfect e-code for e 2 1. Unfortunately our Corollary 1 
guarantees the non-existence of perfect e-codes in & only when m is odd, 
otherwise ad = 0. However, we can deli-;e the foilowing for nearly perfect 
e-codes: (!& (m odd) cannot contain a non-triGa nearly pefect e-code with e B 2 
and rvt a 17. 

It seems likely that other non-existence results can be obtained just as simply 
from the main theorem. 
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